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COVID Infections Among the Jabbed Are Rising; mRNA
Vax Inventor Worried
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Bad news for proponents of the China Virus
vaccine: Multiple reports suggest the jab
isn’t as effective as advocates contend.

In Britain, almost 50 percent of those who
contracted the virus of late had been
vaccinated, and more than 100 British
vaccinated sailors on one ship caught the
virus as well. Other countries have similar
high rates of the vaccinated coming down
with the lab-made pathogen.

The news won’t likely slow down the pro-jab
propaganda campaign.

Vaccinated people now make up
almost 47% of all new Covid
cases, symptom-tracking app
claims https://t.co/JW2gtgwKlh
pic.twitter.com/vywtVnkP0P

— Daily Mail U.K.
(@DailyMailUK) July 15, 2021

Almost Half

“Vaccinated Britons now make up almost half of Covid cases in the country, a symptom-tracking study
suggested today — but there are signs the third wave may have already peaked,” the Daily Mail
reported last week:

King’s College London scientists estimated 33,118 people were catching the virus daily in
the week ending July 10, compared to 33,723 in the previous seven-day spell. 

But 47 per cent of cases are among those who have received at least one dose of the Covid
vaccine, surging upwards from around a quarter at the start of June. 

Amusingly, the newspaper quickly reminded readers that the news “does not mean the jabs do no work.
Scientists have always been honest that they are not perfect and millions will still be vulnerable to
infection even after getting both doses.”

Actually, scientists haven’t “always been honest” about the jab or the virus, but in any event many of
the vaccinated who contracted the virus had only received one of the two required shots. One of those
honest scientists told the newspaper that the “virus was ‘running out’ of non-jabbed Britons to infect,
with nearly 90 per cent of adults having now received at least one dose.” 

“Studies show a single dose is less effective at preventing infection, although it still drastically slashes
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the risk of hospitalisation and death,” the newspaper continued:

Jabs are also slightly weaker against the Indian variant, which triggered the third wave….

As many as 15,537 infections are occurring every day among people who have got at least
one jab….

This was up 40 per cent from 11,084 daily infections a fortnight ago.

Among Britons who had not been jabbed there were estimated to be 17,581 daily infections,
a fall of 20 per cent on the previous period….

More than 46 million Britons — or 87.4 percent of adults — have got at least one dose of the
Covid vaccine. And 35.1 million — or 66.7 percent — have received both doses.

But two jabs don’t seem to work against the virus, either, the BBC reported.

About 100 British sailors aboard the aircraft carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth have contracted the bug.
“Several other warships in the fleet accompanying it are also affected,” BBC reported. Every crew
member of the carrier “had received two doses of a Covid-19 vaccine and the outbreak was being
managed.”

Another two-jab virus patient is Britain’s Health Minister.

UK Health Secretary Savid Javid tests positive for Covid, but says he has had two jabs and
his symptoms are "very mild"https://t.co/OJmqR6yW1M

— BBC Breaking News (@BBCBreaking) July 17, 2021

mRNA Pioneer Worried

No wonder the inventor of mRNA vaccines is concerned.

“This is worrying me quite a bit,” Robert Malone tweeted above a long thread from Corona Realism that
showed significant numbers of new cases in mostly vaccinated populations.

this is worrying me quite a bit.https://t.co/c3uwlLAeCr

— Robert W Malone, MD (@RWMaloneMD) July 17, 2021

“Something really odd is going on,” Corona Realism tweeted:

In Europe we are seeing surges at many places where most of the population has already
been vaccinated.

At the same time, the 15 least vaccinated countries don‘t seem to face any problem.

At some point, denying this problem will get painful.

Something really odd is going on:

In Europe we are seeing surges at many places where most of the population has already
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been vaccinated.

At the same time, the 15 least vaccinated countries don‘t seem to face any problem.

At some point, denying this problem will get painful. pic.twitter.com/240KUKTJwe

— Corona Realism � (@holmenkollin) July 16, 2021

The thread included multiple charts that depict the rise in infections among the vaccinated.

Almost everyone on Cyprus has been vaccinated, the thread continued, yet the country has “Highest
case count in the world.”

Cyprus: majority of people vaccinated.

Highest case count in the world. https://t.co/gNb0kpb0hc

— Corona Realism � (@holmenkollin) July 16, 2021

Likewise for Malta, which has the “highest vaccination rate in the western world” and “one of the
steepest inclines in cases you may ever have seen.”

Malta: highest vaccination rate in the western world.

Also currently one of the steepest inclines in cases you may ever have seen.
pic.twitter.com/ti0LcL5fA6

— Corona Realism � (@holmenkollin) July 16, 2021

“Emirates: highest vaccination rate in the whole world,” the thread continued. “They just experienced
their second highest peak since pandemic began.”

Emirates: highest vaccination rate in the whole world.

They just experienced their second highest peak since pandemic began.
pic.twitter.com/4Zj5a0mdlE

— Corona Realism � (@holmenkollin) July 16, 2021

Continued Corona Realism:

There are a lot more examples for high-vacced, surging countries in europe now. 

Actually almost every high-vacced state is surging (despite restrictions!), every low-vacced
state is NOT!

Now also germany starts worrying about rising numbers.

There are a lot more examples for high-vacced, surging countries in europe now.
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Actually almost every high-vacced state is surging (despite restrictions!), every low-vacced
state is NOT!

Now also germany starts worrying about rising numbers.

Look at the map! pic.twitter.com/idtnWoDBPZ

— Corona Realism � (@holmenkollin) July 19, 2021

H/T: Zero Hedge
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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